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  First I must give my apologies for failing to produce a copy of 

Drivelines in September.   We had been away and arrived back 

with no time left for the publication before the meeting.   I 

understand that Robin stepped in and covered the urgent points.  

Thank you for that. 

   We are back to normal, but even after this time I have had no 

communications with material for this newsletter. 

   Many of us will have encountered the ‘Smart Motorways’.   On a 

recent trip found myself on the M.42 at Birmingham in the rush 

hour.   Traffic was nose to tail and creeping along.   It was then I 

discovered by the overhead gantry signs that the hard shoulder was 

being used as another running lane.   Along with thousands of 

others I stayed in the 1st lane and the ‘hard shoulder’ had just the 

occasional vehicle, overtaking on the inside at speed.     The 

problem occurs when reaching a junction!    The overhead signs 

then read for use only for vehicles leaving at that junction.   This 

meant any vehicle using this lane as a running lane them had to 

move into the 1st lane.   This caused further stop go for vehicles 

already in that lane.   I suppose it is a form of making progress, 

which we are taught but if you have several vehicles trying to 

regain the running lane the hold up is even longer for all.   The 

only vehicles that it really suits is those who actually want to leave 

at the next junction!!!   I do not see how it makes any improvement 

to your journey.  Only causes frustration and re-action. They will 

not make progress if there is a broken down vehicle in that lane? 

    Colder weather is with us, so as I have preached in the past, now 

is the time to winterise your vehicle.   Is it safe to use in the 

coming months.   Tyres, depth of tread and pressures.  Battery, 

holding a charge?   Is it some years old?  Will it start in the 

morning?   Lights.   They will be used continually on some days in winter.  All working correctly.  Unless it 

is foggy or falling snow do not keep those low down lights on continually.   Likewise your rear fog lights.  

Even in sunny days they are very distracting and blinding!   Always carry a torch and make sure that your 

mobile phone battery is fully charged.   Keep a blanket in the car and a drink (Non-alcoholic) in case you get 

stuck.   If you have got room also carry a shovel,  we hope you will not have to use it but it could help 

someone else who is stuck.   The list goes on and I am sure  you can all think of other equipment to carry.   I 

hope this little paragraph has got you all thinking and then acting.   Safe driving. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Forthcoming Events…… 

Chairman’s Chunterings… 

Braking…. 

Accident Statistics… 
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 FORTHCOMING EVENts 

 

Unless otherwise notified 

ALL MEMBERS ARE REMINDED THAT  THE MEETINGS ARE HELD ON 

THE 4th WEDNESDAY OF EACH MONTH. 

THIS IS NOT ALWAYS THE LAST  WEDNESDAY 

 
MEETINGS 

 

  NOVEMBER 

 

Wednesday,  28th November 2018 

 

GROUP CHRISTMAS SOCIAL 

 

This is where we all get together to celebrate the coming season, usually in a light-hearted wave. 

 

There will be an in house presentation, our bumper raffle and free Christmas eats and tea and coffee. 

You are all invited and please bring a guest.   It is a good time to mix with other like minded people and Advanced 

drivers.   It is usually a good friendly evening.   See you there. 

 

NO MEETING IN DECEMBER 

 
JANUARY  2019 

 

Wednesday, 23rd January 2019 

 

This speaker is to be confirmed.   John usually pulls something out of the hat and he manages to obtain the 

services of a good speaker,   Come along – You will not be disappointed. 

 

FEBRUARY 

 

Wednesday, 27th February 2019 

 

Chris Mitchell – His role as a County Highways Engineer 

 

Chris has been with the County Council for a several years and one of his main roles was the organising of the 

winter road salting.    This should be another interesting evening.   Please support us. 

 

MARCH 

 

Wednesday, 27th February 2019 

 

Group Annual General Meeting 

 



‘CHAIRMAN’S CHUNTERRINGS’ 
 

 

Important Information - GDPR opting out 

 

Hello everyone 

 

We are now aware of an alternative way of dealing with the GDPR registration process and are introducing 

this change with immediate effect.  We will no longer be asking members to opt-in to the GDPR system but 

instead will give everyone the opportunity to opt out.  This is far easier for all of us.  Therefore, if you are 

content to allow us to hold your personal details in support of Norfolk & Norwich Drivers, you need do 

nothing.  However, if you DO NOT want to be connected to the Norfolk & Norwich Drivers, please 

contact the membership secretary; he is the one who sends you the newsletter.  Please note that should you 

decide to opt-out and you use a Standing Order for membership renewal, please remember to cancel it.  On 

receiving your request to have your details removed, they will be removed from the database and this will 

prevent us from contacting you in the future.  Thank you to all members who took the time to respond to our 

earlier requests; your cooperation is greatly appreciated. 

Chief constable wants to fine for driving 1mph over the speed limit 

 

An official review of the speeding laws is underway and if Britain’s Road Policing Chief for the National 

Police Chiefs’ Council gets his way, motorists will face penalties for going just one mile per hour over the 

speed limit.  Chief Constable Anthony Bangham hit the headlines earlier this year after his comments in 

favour of a zero-tolerance approach to speeding received fierce backlash from other police leaders and 

motoring organisations who say this approach is unworkable. 

The ‘buffer’ zone 

As the law stands, motorists face prosecution if they break the speed limit by any amount.  While most 

drivers know about the current ‘buffer’ of 10% plus 2 mph, any decision to issue a speeding penalty remains 



at the discretion of the police officer and the individual police force, with police and fixed speed cameras 

both able to enforce the speed limits and issue speeding penalties.  Motorists who hit the top of the buffer 

zone can expect to receive either a fixed penalty notice or take the Speed Awareness Course,  which, 

depending on where you live and whether you’ve taken the course before, will cost you £75-£100. Over a 

certain amount above the speed limit and drivers will receive a court summons.  Chief Constable Anthony 

Bangham, who is also the chairman of charity Road Safety Trust says the public overuse speed awareness 

courses and those who break the law should instead receive fines and points on their licences.  The 

minimum penalty for speeding is a £100 fine, plus three penalty points. The maximum speeding fine is 

£1,000, but this increases to a maximum of £2,500 for exceeding the motorway speed limit. of 70 mph 

where no further evidence except a police officer’s opinion suffices for a prosecution. 

The National Police Chiefs Council (NPCC - formerly ACPO) speeding penalty guidelines: 

Speed limit: 20 mph 

24 mph: a fixed penalty or a Speed Awareness course 

35 mph: summoning 

Speed limit: 30 mph 

35 mph: a fixed penalty or a Speed Awareness course 

50 mph: court summons 

Speed limit: 40 mph 

46 mph: a fixed penalty or a Speed Awareness course 

66 mph: court summons 

Speed limit: 50 mph 

57 mph: a fixed penalty or a Speed Awareness course 

76 mph: court summons  

Speed limit: 60 mph 

68 mph: a fixed penalty or a Speed Awareness course 

86 mph: court summons 

Speed limit: 70 mph 

79 mph: a fixed penalty or a Speed Awareness course 

96 mph: court summons 

 

Since the last issue of Drivelines, we have been notified of the following test passes: 
 
          Tutor 
Rupert Wall   Gold (Retest) 
Bill Tyler    Gold  (Initial)  Peter Matchett 
Frances Babester  Silver (Initial)  Mike Hadfield 
 
 
Refresher Drives 

 
 



Did you take your Advanced Driving Test in 2015?  Do you remember when 

your next test is due or that we offer a refresher training drive prior to your triennial retests?  

These drives are available and intended to assist you in maintaining or even improving your 

grade.  With three years between the tests, please plan early – the offer of refreshers is there 

for your benefit.  If you wait until a month before the retest is due, that is likely to be 

too late, especially if remedial practice is recommended.  Such short notice can also be 

quite disruptive to the tutors’ scheduled drives and their personal commitments.  So…………… 

Observation & Information       Please plan ahead! 

 

Contact the Training Officer in plenty of time 

 

Robin 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

BRAKING 

 
Here are a few tips on braking.    Obviously in depth instruction and analysis is contained with ‘Roadcraft’, 

but I hope these tips will help for a smooth drive. 

 
 

   You should demonstrate that you are able to slow down and stop your vehicle fully 

under control. 

 

Keep the drive smooth by early anticipation and by braking gently and progressively.   Understand 

deceleration and full braking.   Understand ABS and how it reacts on the vehicle. 

 

Braking reduces the ability to steer. 

                     

Braking throws the weight of the vehicle on to the front wheels, affecting the steering. 

 

Harsh braking can result in a skid. 

 

Key Points: 

 

• At commencement of journey – stationary and moving brake test 

 

• Braking should be progressive and increased steadily 

 

• No braking, if possible, on bends and corners (early anticipation) 

 

• Keeping safe stopping distance following other vehicles and in towns and narrow lanes 

 

• Understand and use cadence braking 

 

• Use handbrake only when stationary and only if your stop is prolonged (after a few seconds) 

 

• Do not pull up the handbrake lever on the ratchet – use the push button. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

ACCIDENT  STATISTICS  - 2017 

 

On the next page you will find the first two pages of last year’s accident statistics.   Delayed publication.   I 

have only reproduced two pages as there 39 to the full report, rather too many for this Newsletter. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Statistical  

Release 

27 September 201

8 
'W 

Department 
for 
Transport 

Reported road casualties in 

Great Britain: 2017 annual report 

There were 1,793 reported road deaths in 2017, similar to the level seen since 

2012. There were 39% fewer fatalities in 2017 compared with 2007. 

About this release 

This release gives an overview and 

commentary of reported road casualties 

in 2017. This is the first release of the 

headline accident and casualty figures 

for 2017, which were postponed from 28 

June 2018 due to unavailability of data 

from the Metropolitan Police Service 

and Transport for London. This 

publication provides the number of 

personal injury road traffic accidents in 

Great Britain that were reported by the 

police in 2017 using the STATS19 

reporting system. It also includes the 

number of people killed or injured in 

these accidents and which road user 

group 

Chart 1: Fatalities in reported road accidents: GB, 2007-2017 

'07 '11 '16 '17 

they were in. 

In this 

publication 

Introduction.................................... p2 

Headline statistics .......................... p3 

Summary of trends.......................p6 

Casualties by road user type .........p7 

Casualties by road type ................. p16 

International comparisons .............. p17 

Factors affecting road casualties ,.p18 

Other topics .................................. p21 

Strengths and weaknesses ........... p22 

Detailed tables .............................. p35 

Background information ................ p36 

• There were 24,831 serious injuries in road traffic accidents 

reported to the police in 2017. However, comparison of this 

figure with earlier years should be interpreted with caution 

due to changes in systems for severity reporting by some 

police forces. The report contains further information and a 

proposed methodology to account for this discontinuity. 

• There was a total of 170,993 casualties of all severities in 

reported road traffic accidents in 2017. This is 6% lower than 

in 2016 and is the lowest level on record. 

• Motor traffic levels increased by 1.1% between 2016 and 

2017. 

RESPONSIBLE STATISTICIAN: 

FURTHER INFORMATION 

: 

Delphine Robineau 

Media: 020 7944 6898 

Email: roadacc.stats@dft.aov.uk 

Public: 020 7944 6595 
If Follow ©DfTStats 

mailto:roadacc.stats@dft.aov.uk


                                                                   Introduction 

This publication provides the number of personal-injury road traffic accidents in Great Britain that were 

reported by the police in 2017 using the STATS19 reporting system. It also includes the number of people 

killed or injured in these accidents and which road user group they were in. 

The figures make up part of a long running series going back to 1926. The current set of definitions and 

detail of information goes back to 1979, providing a long period for comparison. 

The information used to create these statistics are collected by police forces, either through officers 

attending the scene of accidents or from members of the public reporting the accident in police stations after 

the incident. 

There is no obligation for people to report all personal-injury accidents to the police (although there is 

an obligation under certain conditions, as outlined in the Road Traffic Act). These figures, therefore, do not 

represent the full range of all accidents or casualties in Great Britain. Please see the section on strengths 

and weaknesses of the data for further details. 

All accidents that were reported by the police and that occurred on a public highway involving at least one 

motor vehicle, horse rider or pedal cyclist, and where at least one person was injured are included. Accidents 

that happened on private land (including private drives) or car parks are not included in the statistics. 

Damage only accidents that do not result in personal injury are also excluded from these statistics. 

 

The full document can be found in the www.gov.uk/ website. 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

End Piece:   I hope to see as many of you as possible at our end of season/Christmas social.   A good get 

together.   My final words are that I hope that you all have a very good Christmas and New Year and if you 

are motoring anywhere, bring your training into focus and make it a safe Christmas. 

 

Noel - Editor 

 

============================================================================ 

 
 

Noel Baker  12 Pine Hill Park, Sawtry Way, Wyton, Huntingdon, Cambs., PE28 2DZ 

      Editor  Tel:  01480 431722                 E.Mail:  noelbaker@live.co.uk 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
This Newsletter is produced for the interest of the members of the Norfolk and Norwich Group of the RoSPA Advanced Drivers and Riders Association. It 
details forthcoming events and has articles of a general interest to our members, which have been supplied by the members, the committee and Editor.  
.As a result any views expressed are those of the local Group only, unless so detailed and not of the Royal Society for the Prevention of Accidents being 
the parent organisation. 

http://www.gov.uk/


Your President, Chairman and Committee wish all our Members 

 a very happy Christmas 

 and joyous New Year. 
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